
Four common words you
might want to stop using



Here's why ethical and inclusive
language matters

Reduce harm
Studies show that ethical language about gender,

suicide and mass shootings can help media
professionals avoid perpetuating stereotypes and

even save lives 

Improve accuracy
Stories that avoid euphemisms and don't simply

repeat language from authorities are more precise

Increase trust
Research has found that using person-first language

boosts trust in news among often-stigmatized groups

But first...

Ensuring your writing is thoughtful, intentional and in line with
the latest research is not simply "the right" thing to do. It has real-
world benefits for you, your organization and for society at large.

In particular, ethical and inclusive language can...



Marijuana

Actress

Homeless

Addict

Even everyday words can
have unintended
consequences

These four might be very familiar...

We'll look at the research behind each of these terms and offer
alternatives so it's easy to replace them.



Actress

This one is a little counterintuitive, as it
might seem more inclusive to avoid
defaulting to the masculine form of a word.
But this puts everyone, regardless of
gender, on equal footing.

Why it matters

Research indicates that people who
speak a language with occupational
descriptions that vary by gender (such
as “actor” and “actress”) are more likely
to internalize gender stereotypes.

What to use instead

Actor

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-dozens-of-languages-help-build-gender-stereotypes/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-dozens-of-languages-help-build-gender-stereotypes/


More examples and gender-
neutral alternatives



Addict
Why it matters

What to use instead

Person with substance
use disorder

Though people might describe themselves
as "addicts," the American Psychological
Association recommends avoiding the
term. And a study from the University of
Texas at Austin found that the use of
person-first language helps people
recovering from substance use disorder feel
“better understood.” Study participants
also vastly preferred person-first terms to
terms such as “addict” and “drug abuser.”

https://www.apa.org/about/apa/equity-diversity-inclusion/language-guidelines
https://mediaengagement.org/research/person-centered-terms-encourage-stigmatized-groups-trust-in-news/


More addiction-related
terminology



Homeless

Why it matters

What to use instead

Person experiencing
homelessness

As is the case with "addict," some people
experiencing homelessness might call
themselves "homeless." But in that same UT
Austin study, participants preferred
person-first terms to stigmatizing terms
such as "the homeless."

"Person who is unhoused" is another
option. If you can, ask someone how they
prefer to be identified.

https://mediaengagement.org/research/person-centered-terms-encourage-stigmatized-groups-trust-in-news/


Default to "unhoused" for a
group



Marijuana

"Pot" and "weed" work just fine too.
"Marijuana” is so common that it's not
going away entirely. But, with so many
widely understood alternatives, we
recommend choosing a synonym when
possible.

Why it matters

What to use instead

Cannabis

Although “marijuana” is very commonly used,
it’s a word with a racist history that traces back
to efforts to demonize use of the drug in the
United States.

https://hightimes.com/culture/marijuana-vs-cannabis-pot-related-terms-to-use-and-words-we-should-lose/


"Cannabis" and "marijuana" are
technically different



You're on your way to making
better writing choices

These four words are a good start, but there are more topics that
require intentional language choices.



Accurate

Try Stylebot for free

If you need writing advice that is...

...then Stylebot might be for you. Developed at the USC
Annenberg School of Journalism, Stylebot gives instant, research-

backed writing guidance on Slack, Teams and Google Chrome.

And language is always evolving

Ethical

Fast

https://stylebot.app/

